A brain-computer interface (BCI) is a tool to communicate with a computer via brain signals without the user making any physical movements, thus enabling disabled people to communicate with their environment and with others. P300-based ERP spellers are a widely used spellingvisualBCIusingtheP300componentofeventrelatedpotential(ERP).However,theyhave a technical problem in that at least √2N flashes are required to present N characters. This prevents the improvement of accuracy and restricts the typing speed. To address this issue, we propose a method that uses N100 in addition to P300. We utilize novel stimulus images to detect the user's gazing position by using N100. By using both P300 and N100, the proposed visual BCI reduces the number of flashes and improves the accuracy of the P300 speller. We also propose using N100 to classify non-control (NC) and intentional control (IC) states. In our experiments, the detection accuracy of N100 was significantly higher than that of P300 and the proposed method exhibited a higherinformationtransferrate(ITR)thantheP300speller. Keywords: visual evoked potentials (VEP); N100; P300; brain computer interface (BCI); intentionalcontrol (IC); self-paced BCI; P300 speller
Introduction
The brain-computer interface (BCI) is an alternative communication pathway to communicate with and control devices by discriminating brain signals without the user making any physical movements. The major goal of BCI research is to develop applications that enable disabled or elderly users to communicate with others and control their limbs and/or the environment [1] . Various types of event related potentials (ERPs) have been utilized to realize BCI, such as P300 based BCI, steady state visual evoked potential (SSVEP), auditory steady state response (ASSR), andµ-rhythms from the sensorimotor cortex [2] , and various systems have been used to measure it, includingelectroencephalography(EEG),magnetoe ncephalography(MEG),andfunctionalmagnetic resonance imaging (FMRI). In this paper, we focus on an EEG-based BCIsystem.
EEG-based ERP spellers have been extensively used because of their simplicity and high accuracy. Most of ERP-spellers use P300 evoked by counting the number of times the target is intensified to detect the desired target command [3, 4] . The P300 speller proposed by Farwell and Donchin is a well-known BCI system using P300 [3] . A 6 × 6 matrix containing target characters is used for stimulation. Each row and column of the matrix is flashed in random order and the user silently counts the number of times the desired character is presented.
The desired character is determined by detecting P300 evoked by the mental task. In [4] , early ERP components such as P1, N1, and P2 are used in addition to P300 as the features to detect the target command. GeoSpell (a geometric speller) is an alternative visual ERP-based spelling system. In the GeoSpell interface, eachN2characterisassignedtotwo2Ngroupsarrange dinacircle. Existing ERP spellers have several drawbacks:(i) at least√2N flashes are required to present N commands; (ii) since the stimuli containing a group (e.g., row or column) of the characters flash randomly, at least one character flashes twice in a row in some ERP spellers (including the P300 speller); and (iii) at least two counting tasks are required to type one character, which is like counting row and column in a matrix in the P300 speller. In Section 2, we discuss these drawbacks indetail.
ERPSpeller
P300 is a positive deflection in ERP that appears 300 ms after the onset of stimuli. The oddball paradigmisusedtoobserveP300 [18] .P300iselicitedif auserisactivelytryingtodetectthetargets. Thementaltaskofcountingthenumberoftargetstimul iisoftenusedforBCI.P300isevokedbynot only visual but also auditory [19] or tactile [20]stimuli.
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The P300 speller is a classical spelling BCI proposed by Farwell and Donchin in 1988. Itfeatures a 6 × 6 matrix containing alphanumeric characters is arranged on a display as shown in Figure 1 . Each row and column having six characters is flashed in a random order. The user performs a mental task such as counting how many times the desired character is presented. P300 evoked by the counting task is detected by the system and the target character is determined by detecting P300 fromthetargetrowandcolumn [3] .Anexampleofthed etectionprocessofthedesiredcharacter"K" isgiveninFigure2.GeoSpellandHex-o-SpellareimprovedversionsoftheERPspeller.Theydo not require eye-gazecontrol. The performance of BCIs is usually evaluated by the information transfer rate (ITR) as well as the classification accuracy of discriminating the target character. Such measurements depend upon three factors: typing speed, classification accuracy, and the number of commands [21], where T (s) is the time of one session, P is the classification accuracy, and N is the number ofcommands.
Although ERP spellers are widely used because of their simplicity and high ITR, they have several technical problems, as stated in the Introduction. The first is that ERP spellers require at least√2N flashes to present Ncommands. Suppose that the classification accuracy is P = 0.9 and the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) is T0 = 187.5 ms, that is, it takes T = t0 × √2N
mstopresentallcommands.Figure3showstherelatio nshipbetweenNandITRobtainedbyEquation(1).
This figure suggests that making the matrix larger than 3 × 3 (nine commands) does not improve the ITR. Moreover, the accuracy P is expected to be lower for large N because the number of classes increases with N. This is the main limitation of the ERPspeller. Most ERP spellers require the target stimuli to be counted at least two times because of the twostage selection process. Moreover, if we use averaging to improve accuracy, the number of counting times increases, which increases the risk of the users become fatigued.
IfweusealargematrixintheP300speller,allchara ctersaresmallandclosetogether.Thiscauses userstomakemistakesandisnotuserfriendly,especiallyfortheelderly.
N100 and ItsDiscriminability
ThevisualN100(alsoreferredtoasN1)isanegativ edeflectioninthetransientVEPthatappears100msaft ertheonsetofastimulus [12] .P1andP2arealsoobserve daroundN100[23],andtheywouldalsobeusefulfeatu resforBCI.InapreviousstudyinvestigatedthatP1,N1 00,andP2componentswerefoundtohaveamplitudesl argeenoughtodiscriminatethetargetintensification [ 4] .
Unlike P300, N100 is not related to the reaction to a specific target, e.g., a counting task to low-frequency stimuli. When a user pays attention to a stimulus area, N100 is evoked by any stimulus. Thus, it is difficult to use N100 solely for BCI. N100 has larger amplitude when the user focuses on or pays attention to the target position [23-25]. We confirm this in our experiment in Section 5.1.
ProposedMethod

N100-P300Speller
Inasimilarmannertothestandard6×6P300-speller,weconsideraBCIthathas36commands: 26letters(A-Z)andtennumbers(0-9).SinceN100isevokedwithoutanycountingtask,we propose an efficient stimulus presentation based on rapid visual presentation (RVP) in order to utilize N100 forBCI.
The 36 characters and several blanks are arranged in the stimulus images. Figures 4and 5show examples of the proposed images. The positions of characters are fixed, and a user is assumed to know the target position beforehand. The proposed system detects the target characters as follows: (i) The user pays attention to the target position and counts how many times the target characters are presented; (ii) the system detects P300 evoked by the counting task and determines the targetstimulus image; (iii) the system also detects absent or weak N100 caused by blanks in the stimulus images and determines the position of the target character; and finally (iv) the desired character is determined by the combination of the detected image and position. Figure 6shows an example of this detection process. Suppose the target character is "K". Inthis case, the user focuses on the top-right part of the stimulus image. Since N100 is evoked by every stimulus, all stimulus images except for the third image evoke N100. In contract, P300 is evoked by the user's counting task after thesecond stimulus image is presented. The system detects the target position and image from N100 and P300,respectively.
In our study, we developed two BCI systems, one with 2 × 2 matrices (Figure 4 ), and the other with2×3matrices(Figure5).Inthecaseofthe2×2matr ix,weused12stimulusimages.Toperform averaging for the N100 absence signals, we arranged three blanks for each position. In this case, the number of stimulations is twelve, which is the same as that of the 6 ×6 P300-speller matrix. The arrangement of the characters is listed in Table 1 . For the 2 × 3 matrix, we also arranged three blanks for each position and used nine stimulus images. Examples of stimulus images are shown in Figure5.Thearrangementofthecharactersislistedin Table2.Inthiscase,thenumberofstimulations is nine, which is less than that of the 6 × 6 P300speller matrix. Thus, the input speed is faster than that of the P300speller. Table 1 .Character arrangement of 2 × 2 matrix, "-" denotes the blank. "T", "B", "L", and "R" respectively mean top, bottom, left, and right.
No. TL TR BL BR
I R 0 - Table 2 .Character arrangement of 2 × 3 matrix, "-" denotes the blank. "T", "B", "L", "C", and "R" respectively mean top, bottom, left, center, and right.
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In a similar manner, SVM1n is also binary classifier trained by the EEG responses of the blank positions (positive samples) and the nonblank positions (negative samples).
For each position, the feature vector of SVM1n is made by averaging the EEG responses of the blank. For example in the case of the 2 × 2 matrix, the averaging response for Figure 4a -c is the feature vector of the topleftblank,theaveragingresponseforFigure4d,eisthat ofthetop-right blank,andsoforth.Thus we obtain four or six feature vectors from one trial. In the training stage, since we use labeled samples, we obtain one positive sample, and three (or five) negative samples from one trial. In the testing stage, four or six feature vectors are input to SVM1n, and the position having the maximum output is taken as the estimated position. These outputs of four or six responses are also used in the next NC/IC classification.
Discrimination of NC/ICStates :
When individuals use the BCI system, they are not constantly typing characters or control tools in practice. To realize a practical BCI, a function must be developed to distinguish whether the user intends to spell characters or not. The previous study proposed a stopping criterion whereby the maximumamplitudeofVEPssuchasP1andN1isthres holded.Inthismethod,however,wehaveto tunethethresholddependingonexperimentalenviro nmentandconditionseachtime [15] . 
Experiments
We describe three experiments in this section. All participants signed a consent form approved by the research ethics committee of The University of Electro-Communications.
Preliminary Experiment forN100:
Purpose andMethod
To show the discriminability of N100 and clarify the effect of eye movement, we conducted a preliminary experiment. Although the amplitude of N100 is significantly different between the attended and non-attended conditions [12] , sufficient averaging number is unclear. Moreover, in the proposed system and in the P300 speller, users may move their eyes while typing. However, some seriously ill patients, such as those in the final stages of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), cannot move their eyes [26] . The relationship between the P300 speller and eye movement has previously been reported [27] . We also investigated the effect of eye movement on the N100-basedBCI. For the recorded EEG, we used a secondorder Butterworth band pass filter (1-13 Hz) and a third-order Butterworth band stop filter (49-51 Hz) to remove the hum noise. The signal was down-sampled from 512 to 64 Hz. A linear SVM was used to classify the participant's attention. We extracted the EEG signal from the specific range after the onset of stimulus and averaged six responses for each stimulus. A 160-dimensional feature vector was made by concatenating ten samplepointsand16channels.Thesoftmarginparam eterCwasselectedfrom {0.1,1,10,100,1000}. All signal processing tools were implemented on MATLAB, and LibSVM was used [28] . The mean accuraciesoffive-foldcross-validationwerecompared.
Results
The averaged waveforms of participant 1 are shown in Figure 10 . The left side of the figure shows the case in which the participant gazes at the stimulus circle. From the responses for the stimulus intensification, a negative peak is observed around 175 ms to 200 ms after the onset of the stimulus. Two positive peaks, P1 and P2, around the N100 peak are also observed. In contrast, fromtheresponsesfortheblankstimulus,N100isnoto bserved. The right side of Figure 10shows the case in which the participant gazes at the center and pays attention to the stimulus. In this case, the difference between the two conditions is small. However, P2 around 270 ms after the onset can be observed. Table 3shows the mean classification accuracy and standard deviation. The classification accuracy of the gazing case is higher than that of the attention case. However, in the attention case, the range 150-300 ms shows a classification performance significantly better than chance (50%).
The accuracy is expected to be higher if we average moresignals.
We compared the proposed BCI using the 2 × 2 matrix and 6 × 6 P300-speller. Eleven healthy 22-24-year-old males participated in this experiment. They performed 50 trials each for the P300 speller and the proposed method alternately. In the proposed method, 12 stimulus images are presented twice in one trial in random order, thus the total number of flashes is 24 per trial. In the P300speller,12flashesarepresentedtwiceinonetriali nrandomorder,sothetotalnumberofflashes is also 24. Each flash lasts 125ms, and the SOA is 187.5 ms. Hence, both the proposed method and the P300 speller take 4.5 s for one trial. Participants were asked to gaze at the target position and silently count the number of times the target character flashed. The target position was pointed out inanotherdisplaybeforeeachtrial.Theuserswereinf ormedofthepositionsofthecharactersbefore theexperiment.
TheEEGrecordingsystemanditssettingsweret hesameasinthepreliminaryexperimentabove. The electrode locations are shown in Figure 11 . The signal processing (filtering anddown-sampling) was also the same as in the preliminaryexperiment. P300 and N100 were respectively extracted from 125 to 625 ms and from 100 to 250 msafter the onset of the stimulus. P300 was averaged for each stimulus image in both methods, and then a 512-dimensional feature vector for SVM1p was made by arranging a 32-sample-point signal and 16 electrodes. N100 was averaged for each position, and then a 160-dimensional feature vector was madebyarranginga10-sample-pointsignaland16electrodesforSVM1n.
The grand averaged waveforms over P300 are
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shown in Figure 12 . The waveform of a target is averaged over the responses when the subject responds to the target character. From the target response waveform, P300 is observed around 400-500ms after the onset of the stimulus. The P300 latencyoftheproposedspellerislargerthanthatoftheP 300speller.TheleftsideofFigure13shows the averaged waveforms of N100. The waveform of the stimulus is averaged over the responses when a character is presented in the target position. The waveform of the blank is averaged over the responses when no character is presented in the target position. N100 is observed around 150ms after the onset of the stimulus. The negative peak amplitude of the blank around 150 ms is smaller than that of the stimulus in P3 and P4. The significance of the difference over the N100 peak of P3 wasconfirmedbythettesting(p<0.01).Negativepeaksaround340msan d530msinFigure13are caused by the subsequent stimuli because the SOA is 187.5 ms. The positive peak amplitude of the stimulusaround150msismuchlargerthanthatofth eblankinFC1andFC2.Thesignificanceofthe differenceovertheP1peakofFC2wasalsoconfirme dbyt-testing(p <0.01).
Figure12.GrandaveragedwaveformoverallsubjectsofP300onFCzandPz.Thesignalforthetarget
(non-target) stimulus is averaged 1100 (12,100) times for 2 × 2 matrix N100-P300 speller. The signal forthetarget(nontarget)usaveraged2200(11,000)timesforP300-speller. Figure 13 .Grand averaged waveform over all subjects for N100 on FC1, FC2, P3 and P4. The signal for the target (non-target) stimulus is averaged 9900 (3300) times for 2 × 2 matrix N100-P300 speller. The signal for the target (non-target) stimulus is averaged 6600 (3300) times for 2 × 3 matrix N100-P300 speller.
Conclusions
We have proposed a spelling BCI using both P300 and N100 to reduce the number of flashes and increase the ITR. To utilize N100 in a BCI, we have arranged uniquely designed stimulus images containing both characters and blanks. The blanks are arranged not to elicit N100. Hence, the proposed system can detect the gazing position by using N100. The advantages of the proposed methodarethat(i)theclassificationaccuracyofN100ish igherthanthatofP300sincethenumberof averaging for N100 is greater than that for P300; (ii) the proposed method takes less time to typeone character since the number of flashes can be reduced to nine in the case of the 2 × 3 matrix; (iii) the number of counting tasks can be reduced because N100 is elicited by visual stimulation without counting tasks, thus reducing user fatigue; and (iv) no characters flash twice in a row, whereas at least one character flashes twice in a row in most other ERP spellers. Therefore, the SOA may be shorterthanthatfortheP300speller.Theseadvantages havebeenconfirmedbyourexperiment.
